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Note

To be transmitted, data must be 
transformed to electromagnetic signals.transformed to electromagnetic signals.
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33--1   ANALOG AND DIGITAL1   ANALOG AND DIGITAL

DataData cancan bebe analoganalog oror digitaldigital.. TheThe termterm analoganalog datadata refersrefers
toto informationinformation thatthat isis continuouscontinuous;; digitaldigital datadata refersrefers toto
informationinformation thatthat hashas discretediscrete statesstates.. AnalogAnalog datadata taketake ononinformationinformation thatthat hashas discretediscrete statesstates.. AnalogAnalog datadata taketake onon
continuouscontinuous valuesvalues.. DigitalDigital datadata taketake onon discretediscrete valuesvalues..

Analog and Digital Data
Topics discussed in this section:Topics discussed in this section:
Analog and Digital Data
Analog and Digital Signals
 Periodic and Nonperiodic Signals
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Analog and Digital DataAnalog and Digital Data

 Data can be analog or digital.

 Analog data are continuous and take continuous Analog data are continuous and take continuous
values.

 Digital data have discrete states and take discrete
values.values.
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Analog and Digital SignalsAnalog and Digital Signals

• Signals can be analog or digital.

• Analog signals can have an infinite number of• Analog signals can have an infinite number of
values in a range.

• Digital signals can have only a limited
number of values.number of values.
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Figure 3.1  Comparison of analog and digital signalsFigure 3.1  Comparison of analog and digital signals
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•The simplest way to show signals is by plotting them on a
pair of perpendicular axes.pair of perpendicular axes.

•The vertical axis represents the value or strength of a•The vertical axis represents the value or strength of a
signal.

•The horizontal axis represents time.

•The curve representing the analog signal passes through
an infinite number of points.an infinite number of points.

•The vertical lines of the digital signal, however,
demonstrate the sudden jump that the signal makes fromdemonstrate the sudden jump that the signal makes from
value to value.



Periodic and Nonperiodic Signals

•Both analog and digital signals can take one of two
forms: periodic or nonperiodic (sometimes refer to asforms: periodic or nonperiodic (sometimes refer to as
aperiodic, because the prefix a in Greek means "non").

•A periodic signal completes a pattern within a
measurable time frame, called a period, and repeats
that pattern over subsequent identical periods.that pattern over subsequent identical periods.

•The completion of one full pattern is called a cycle.•The completion of one full pattern is called a cycle.

•A nonperiodic signal changes without exhibiting a
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•A nonperiodic signal changes without exhibiting a
pattern or cycle that repeats over time.



•Both analog and digital signals can be periodic or
nonperiodic.nonperiodic.

•In data communications, we commonly use periodic•In data communications, we commonly use periodic
analog signals (because they need less bandwidth) and
nonperiodic digital signals (because they can represent
variation in data).variation in data).
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33--2   PERIODIC ANALOG SIGNALS2   PERIODIC ANALOG SIGNALS

In data communications, we commonly use periodic
analog signals and nonperiodic digital signals.

PeriodicPeriodic analoganalog signalssignals cancan bebe classifiedclassified asas simplesimple oror
compositecomposite..compositecomposite..

AA simplesimple periodicperiodic analoganalog signal,signal, aa sinesine wavewave,, cannotcannot bebeAA simplesimple periodicperiodic analoganalog signal,signal, aa sinesine wavewave,, cannotcannot bebe
decomposeddecomposed intointo simplersimpler signalssignals..

AA compositecomposite periodicperiodic analoganalog signalsignal isis composedcomposed ofofAA compositecomposite periodicperiodic analoganalog signalsignal isis composedcomposed ofof
multiplemultiple sinesine waveswaves..
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Figure 3.2  A sine waveFigure 3.2  A sine wave
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Sine Wave

••TheThe sinesine wavewave isis thethe mostmost fundamentalfundamental formform ofof aa
periodicperiodic analoganalog signalsignal..

••ItIt isis aa simplesimple oscillatingoscillating curve,curve, itsits changechange overover thethe
coursecourse ofof aa cyclecycle isis smoothsmooth andand consistent,consistent, aa continuous,continuous,coursecourse ofof aa cyclecycle isis smoothsmooth andand consistent,consistent, aa continuous,continuous,
rollingrolling flowflow..

••EachEach cyclecycle consistsconsists ofof aa singlesingle arcarc aboveabove thethe timetime axisaxis
followedfollowed byby aa singlesingle arcarc belowbelow itit..

••AA sinesine wavewave cancan bebe representedrepresented byby threethree parametersparameters:: thethe
peakpeak amplitude,amplitude, thethe frequency,frequency, andand thethe phasephase..
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peakpeak amplitude,amplitude, thethe frequency,frequency, andand thethe phasephase..



Peak Amplitude

•The peak amplitude of a signal is the absolute value of its
highest intensity, proportional to the energy it carries.highest intensity, proportional to the energy it carries.

•For electric signals, peak amplitude is normally
measured in volts.measured in volts.

Period and FrequencyPeriod and Frequency

•Period refers to the amount of time, in seconds, a signal•Period refers to the amount of time, in seconds, a signal
needs to complete 1 cycle.

•Frequency refers to the number of periods in 1 s.•Frequency refers to the number of periods in 1 s.



•Note that period and frequency are just one
characteristic defined in two ways.characteristic defined in two ways.

•Period is the inverse of frequency, and frequency is the•Period is the inverse of frequency, and frequency is the
inverse of period, as the following formulas show.
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Note

Frequency and period are the inverse of 
each other.each other.
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Figure 3.3  Two signals with the same phase and frequency, 
but different amplitudesbut different amplitudes
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Figure 3.4  Two signals with the same amplitude and phase,
but different frequencies
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FrequencyFrequency

•• FrequencyFrequency isis thethe raterate ofof changechange withwith respectrespect toto
timetime..

•• ChangeChange inin aa shortshort spanspan ofof timetime meansmeans highhigh
frequencyfrequency..frequencyfrequency..

•• ChangeChange overover aa longlong spanspan ofof•• ChangeChange overover aa longlong spanspan ofof
timetime meansmeans lowlow frequencyfrequency..
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If a signal does not change at all, its 

Note

If a signal does not change at all, its 
frequency is zero.

If a signal changes instantaneously, its If a signal changes instantaneously, its 
frequency is infinite.
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Note

Phase describes the position of the 
waveform  relative to time 0.waveform  relative to time 0.
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Phase

•The term phase describes the position of the waveform
relative to time O.relative to time O.

•If we think of the wave as something that can be shifted•If we think of the wave as something that can be shifted
backward or forward along the time axis, phase
describes the amount of that shift.

•It indicates the status of the first cycle.

•Phase is measured in degrees or radians
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Figure 3.5  Three sine waves with the same amplitude and frequency,
but different phases
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1. A sine wave with a phase of 0° starts at time 0 with a1. A sine wave with a phase of 0° starts at time 0 with a
zero amplitude. The amplitude is increasing.

2. A sine wave with a phase of 90° starts at time 0 with a
peak amplitude. The amplitude is decreasing.peak amplitude. The amplitude is decreasing.

3. A sine wave with a phase of 180° starts at time 0 with a
zero amplitude. The amplitude is decreasing.zero amplitude. The amplitude is decreasing.
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DIGITAL SIGNALSDIGITAL SIGNALS
•• InIn additionaddition toto beingbeing representedrepresented byby anan analoganalog signal,signal,•• InIn additionaddition toto beingbeing representedrepresented byby anan analoganalog signal,signal,

informationinformation cancan alsoalso bebe representedrepresented byby aa digitaldigital
signalsignal..signalsignal..

•• ForFor example,example, aa 11 cancan bebe encodedencoded asas aa positivepositive voltagevoltage
andand aa 00 asas zerozero voltagevoltage..

•• AA digitaldigital signalsignal cancan havehave moremore thanthan twotwo levelslevels.. InIn thisthis•• AA digitaldigital signalsignal cancan havehave moremore thanthan twotwo levelslevels.. InIn thisthis
case,case, wewe cancan sendsend moremore thanthan 11 bitbit forfor eacheach levellevel..
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Figure 3.16  Two digital signals: one with two signal levels and the other
with four signal levels



Bit Rate

•Most digital signals are nonperiodic, and thus period
and frequency are not appropriate characteristics.and frequency are not appropriate characteristics.

•Another term-bit rate (instead of frequency)-is used to•Another term-bit rate (instead of frequency)-is used to
describe digital signals.

•The bit rate is the number of bits sent in 1 s, expressed•The bit rate is the number of bits sent in 1 s, expressed
in bits per second (bps).
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